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About This Content

The Settle-Carlisle Expansion Pack is a superb modern recreation of this famous and beautiful British route, complete with 5
locomotives and rolling stock.

Famous for its Ribblehead Viaduct and stunning scenery, the Settle-Carlisle line has long been a favourite amongst rail fans –
especially since it famously escaped closure in the late 1980s. It is also well-known as a triumph of engineering against the odds,

as a huge workforce was assembled to work in extremely tough conditions. The line is home to some dramatic constructions,
such as the Ribblehead Viaduct and Blea Moor Tunnel, and rises to the highest point on the British main line at 1,169 feet

(356m) above sea level. The line endured and won a five-year battle against closure in the late 1980s, and has since remained a
favourite with enthusiasts who come from far and wide to ride on the line every year.

Now you can drive trains along this inspiring stretch of line, battling the gradients through the ‘three peaks’ and admiring the
views as you drive over (and sometimes beneath) this wonderful landscape. With modern and preserved locomotives to drive,

there is something for everyone on the Settle-Carlisle.

Key Features

Highly detailed route from Settle, North Yorkshire to Carlisle, Cumbria including the Ribblehead Viaduct, Carlisle Station and
all stations and landmarks along the line.

Class 66 locomotive in EWS livery
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Class 37 locomotive in EWS livery

Class 158 DMU

Leander’ Jubilee Class 4-6-0 steam locomotive

Preserved LMS 4F 0-6-0 steam locomotive

Rolling stock including HAA and HTA hoppers, PCA tankers and Crimson Mk1 coaches

Scenarios:

Learning the Ropes Pt1 (Class 66 EWS)

Learning the Ropes Pt2 (Class 66 EWS)

Learning the Ropes Pt3 (Class 66 EWS)

The Final Run Pt1 (Class 158 DMU)

The Final Run Pt2 (Class 158 DMU)

A Fair Return (Class 158 DMU)

Waking Up the Neighbours (Class 37 EWS)

Left Behind (Class 66 EWS)

Midwinter Rescue (Class 37 EWS)

Settle Down (Class 158 DMU)

An Uphill Struggle (Class 37 EWS)

Taking Stock (LMS Jubilee ‘Leander’)

The Ribble Run Around (preserved LMS 4F)

Plus 3 free roams
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train simulator settle to carlisle route add-on

misstep means a ticket out

the sound effects ominous

hands are shaking

gonna need a bigger heart

loins are pleased though. This damn game is soo good……so damn good.

People who love Dark Souls are not for easily slained beasts, but for the challenges and countless deaths.

People who love this game are not for a lovely story of raising daughters, as this game`s title might suggest, but for the
unspeakable feeling when you stab your "daughter" to save your daughter ……again and again.

It is painful, when you have to kill someone you love ,only to save someone you love

It is tragic, when you raise your "daughter" from newborn to mature, from stranger to 100% affection ,only to end her life, to
reduce the memory between you and her back to zero.

Yet so painful is the humanity that struggles in real life.. A fun puzzle game with detailed Drawings, Beautiful Story, Good
Quality Sounds and Immersive structure.. This review is taking into account this is an early access game on release day 1, and
that I've only spent an hour with it, just getting acquainted with the controls and mechanics of the game. Here are my first
impressions:

Pros:
The game is visually stunning right of of the gate. It has a real sense of "atmosphere" to it.
The music is peaceful and I can't imagine it will become offensive to listen to for long periods of time.
The controls are fairly intuitive if a bit "clunky". I imagine these will only get better.
There is a good but small set of initial stuff you can craft which really shows off the potential of where this game will go as
more content gets added.
The monsters you can transform into all appear to have unique powers.

Cons:
Camera control seems too "fluid". It makes camera movement really smooth, but feels like your cameraman is slipping on ice at
times. There doesn't appear to be ways to customize this yet.
Monster spawns appear random and not tied to particual biomes or anything. I could be mistaken on this one.
Building placement is somewhat difficult because of the viewing angle, and figuring out how to move things once you've placed
them is not obvious (if possible)
Customization\/decoration is pretty limited at this point.

As you can see, considering this is day 1 of early access with limited playtime, my gripes are pretty minor. I can see having a lot
of fun with this game. I haven't tried multiplayer, but I'll probably pick up copies and play this with my family once it gets a
little more filled out with content and stuff to do.

Edit: Forgot to give a final TLDR - If you like picking up cool indie early access titles that appear to be "going somewhere",
give this game a shot!. The game is OK at best, could be a lot better though.

Pros:
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-Simple graphics, tutorial, and interface help beginner tower defense players learn quickly.
-Fun, simple gameplay, with some strategic depth.
-Great difficulty curve that forces change of strategy on later levels.
-Many units are generally well-balanced and useful in their own way.
-Decent value game if you spend $6 or less.
-Family-friendly.

Cons:

-Low replay value; game is beatable in a few hours, nothing else really to do other than survival mode and minimal
achievements.
-Suicide bomber enemies are OP. I would understand if all units die from bombers in one hit except for tanks, but even low-
level tank units get killed by them in one hit. Only max-upgraded tanks can survive one blast, but with almost no HP left. Enemy
suicide bomber damage should be reduced a bit so that level 1, 2, and 3 tank units can take more than one bomber hit, but no
more than two, before death.
-Basic archer units should do a bit more damage.
-No way to see specific enemy stats, or how your unit buffs are affecting unit stats.
-When building units, no name indicators are given when choosing what unit to place. There needs to be names shown when
mousing over the units, so that you can distinguish between each unit without incorrectly selecting the wrong unit to build.
-General bugs ruin gameplay: enemy units go right through defences when they shouldn't in certain levels, sometimes certain
areas that you should be able to place units on become unbuildable during gameplay, bad melee AI makes them move to areas
that you don't want them to move and attack units that you don't want them to.
-Limited music variety becomes tiresome to listen to.
-Unit placement voices are annoying.
-Barebones storyline and graphics.

Overall, 6\/10. There are many better tower defense games out there (Dungeon Defence, Plants vs. Zombies, etc), but I would
recommend this for family gamers, if you're looking for a budget TD game, if you're a huge TD game enthusist or if you're a
TD beginner. Otherwise, look elsewhere.
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This game is so bad that I can't fit all the complaints in one review... This is the reason children should not be able to publish
Unity games on Steam.. This is a great piece of software that is very reliable and doesn't impact gaming too heavily, especially if
you use a graphics card that does the processing.. Cool music, although it seems a bit like artist advertisement ;)
Runs well on Linux, but the graphics are a bit noisy (hard to make out player, enemy and bullets on the flashy background).
Overall 6/10, get if cheap.. RPG,因为剧情都是定下来了,你没得选择.
城市-除了风景之外只能用乏味来形容,Npc的对话全一个样,寻找宝物其实很废.
战斗技能-一开始所用的技能可以说以后也是这么用着了.变化不多,平砍可能还更好用.
家园-完全没什么可玩或者惊喜,就一味的重复重复,就算打造出来的武器也只是外观改变.
地图-每张地图肯定2种类怪物+1个Boss,寻找宝物的东西基本可以无视因为乏味
我玩过许多大型游戏,我也是RPG爱好者,但我可以告诉你,这不是你想要的和期待的RPG.
如果The Witcher 3是10分 那么古剑3只是3分 这游戏可以用一本照来形容...因为根本只是照着剧本一条直线走.. this game is a good example for porting gone
wrong:
-terrible movement control
-hook mechanic barely functioning
-the worst thing about this awful game is that it punish the player for actions made earlier in the game - so you have to do past
levels again and again.

DO NOT BUY THIS GAME !!. It’s a good game one community is better than you may think I’m fortunately since the
multiplayer part of the game is sort of dead and most people are either playing single event for their career game or mini games
sad to see at a good game has nobody playing online as often as you think but it’s a good game and I would like it if more people
checked it out. had this for a few years now, been very impressed with it, the dual voltage makes it possible to go on any
electrified route under its own power, the sounds are good and detail excellent, worth the \u00a311.99. Nice kit guys!!!!

Wish it had two other things though,
- spacey weapons (might have to try the Bunny wabbit's waser) and a
- general wall 'clip' piece to use to cover gaps when joining two warehouses for example.

Awesome work though, thanks!!!. If you like the other games by Idea Factory like Hyperdimension Neptunia then you'll
probably like this game. It's not in the same genre, but the art and story are very similar.

I personally hate visual novel games mostly because I see them as a lazy way to create a "game" since I barely consider full
visual novel games as "games". In my experience, you literally read pretty much a full novel, usually something akin to 1000
pages worth of text, during which you do nothing except click the mouse or spam the spacebar. There's hardly any interaction
except maybe a choice here and there that eventually leads to some multiple endings, and I don't consider that level of
interaction a game. Usually cutscenes that are similar to the visual novel style, I would read it for a minute or two but if the
scene is really long I just skip it all. Usually it doesn't add anything special and whatever story is told during those scenes is
minimal where I can easily deduce what happened with whatever happens afterwards. That doesn't really detract from what I
like about this game since this is still a strategy card game at its core.

The actual mechanics of this game are very simple and solid but can get slightly complicated near the last half with individual
card skills. My only complaint right now at about 3 hours in is that I've noticed that once your enemy gets 4 or more cards down
whilst you have none, it's nearly impossible to make a comeback without some special cards designed to get you out of those
situations. Each battle only takes a max of 10 minutes which is nice and the card collecting part feels pretty balanced due to the
starting amount of mana during each fight. The "nudity" ,which is hardly present in the first place, is really just a visual
distinction between upgraded cards and their unupgraded versions. Their 3D models also change accordingly but since those
sprites are so small and in Chibi style it's not really noticable.

Overall, this is a nice game to pull up and play for an hour or two. It's not groundbreaking and it's certainly not amazing. I
completely disregard the story aspect, from what I can deduct it's really just an adventurer with some friends doing the whole
"friendship conquers all" deal whenever they encounter something difficult, and I still manage to enjoy it quite well.. A hard and
complicated game!

Out of frustration I've thrown one of my mixes against the wall, was a bit loss in money lol!

Would love to see this in VR one day, it be 10x as fun :)
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